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The convexity of a subset of a u-algebra and the convexity of a set function on a 
convex subset are defined. Related properties are also examined. A 
Farkas-Minkowski theorem for set functions is then proved. These results are used 
to characterize properly efficient solutions for multiple objective programming 
problems with set functions by associated scalar problems. c 1985 Academic Press. 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, certain results [l-3] have been given on the analysis of a class 
of optimization problems on a measure space. This type of problem 
involving optimal selection of subsets from a given space arises naturally 
from its diverse applications, including fluid flow 141, electrical insulator 
design [S ] and optimal plasma confinement [ 6 ]. In [ 3 1, Morris introduced 
the notions of differentiability and convexity of a set function on a measure 
space. Then he proved a Lagrangian duality theorem and provided necessary 
and sufficient optimality conditions for mathematical programming problems 
involving set functions. Following Morris’ setting, Lai et al. ]2] proved the 
Fenchel duality theorem for set functions. In [ 1 ], Lai and Yang gave the 
definition of subgradient for convex set functions and used it to characterize 
the optimal solution for a convex programming problem of set functions in 
terms of the saddle point of its associated Lagrangian function. 
In this paper, we consider a multiple-objective version of the problem 
defined in [I]. For a given measure space (A’, .d, P), 
min F(Q) = (F,(O),.... F,(R)) W’) 
subject to 
G&Q) < 0, j = I,..., m 
where F:.d+R”, F,:.d+R for i- l,..., n and Gj:.d+R for j= I,..., m 
are set functions. 
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Many concepts about optimal solutions for a multi-objective programming 
problem have been proposed: efficient point [ 7,8], proper efficient point [ 9 ). 
vector maximum [lo], non-inferiority [ 11 ] and Pareto optimum [ 121. In this 
paper, we are interested in the solutions that are properly efficient. Our main 
objective is to characterize the properly efficient solutions for the (MP) in 
terms of optimal solutions for associated scalar problems. Our development 
will closely follow that of Geoffrion [9]. 
In Section 2, the convexity of a subset of a u-algebra and the convexity of 
a set function defined on a convex subset are defined. Related properties are 
examined and a Farkas-Minkowski theorem for the case of set functions is 
proved in Section 3. Section 4 contains the main results of this paper. 
General multi-objective programming problems for set functions defined on a 
subset of a u-algebra are considered. Properly effkient points of the (MP) 
are characterized by associated parametric scalar problems. Relationship of 
properly efficient points of the (MP) to some other problems are also 
explored. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we assume that (X, .@‘,,u) is a finite atomless 
measure space with L,(X, .-k,p) separable. We begin this section by 
reviewing the definition of the convexity of a set function from [3 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [3 I. A set function F: .:r’ -+ R is said to be convex if 
given i. E [ 0, 1) and Q, A E .d. it follows that 
lim F(R,u/i,u(R~~))<~F(Q)+(l -l)F(A) 
n-a) 
for any sequences x0, + w’ AxXr,\, , xA, +H’* ( 1 - 1) x,, ,n. 
It was proved in [ 3. Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 1 that for any Q, A in 
.d there exist sequences {a,,) and {A,! with R,,A, in .v’ such that 
X0, * We Ax nw, x/l+ *I* (1 - ~)X*\a9 and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ +)(“i&> + (1 -i)x,,. 
These results motivate the definition of convextty of a subset in .rd. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A subset ‘r of .d is convex if given R, LI in .2 , 
,4 E (0, 11, then for any sequences (0,) and (.4,} in .d having the properties 
that xf),-““~xXnM, x,,-““’ (1 -L)x~w, there exist subsequences (fink} of 
(0,) and {A,,J of {A,}, such that f2,kU/i”kU (Q n/i) E .F for all k. 
Remark 2.1. (1) Note that~~,,,~,,.,~~~,~.~,~‘“~x, + (1 -n)x.,. 
(2) If .Y’ c .d is convex and f2, II E .Y, then there exist sequences 
{a,} and (,4,} in .d such that xr,, +H’* AxnL, and x:,, 4”’ (1 - A) x,,~ with 
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f2,UA,U(fi?n/i)E.Y for all n and ~n,UA,U(Qn/i)-+w’~&~ t 
(1 -n>x*. 
(3) Any u-algebra .d is convex. 
(4) For a fixed R, in .d and a positive scalar 2, the subsets 
{J2 E .d / p(I2, J2,) < y) and (I2 E .d 1 p(R, 0,) < 7) are convex. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let .;/’ G .d be a convex set. The set function F: .9’ -+ R 
is called a convex set function on 9’ if given any A E 10, 1 1 and R, n E .7 , 
the following inequality holds: 
lim F(~~,uA,,u(R~A))~~F(R)+(~-~)F(A) 
n--a 
for any sequences In,,}, (A,} with R, U/i, U (0 nn) E .Y’ for all n and 
XR,-’ H’s Ax 0 \A 9 XA ” -+ w* (1 G)XAy,. 
Note that Definition 2.3 is more general than Definition 2.1 in which the 
domain of F must be.;u’. 
LEMMA 2.1. If .ic, K G .rd are convex then ,Y’ n T is convex. 
ProoJ Let R, A E .;/ f’~ F. By the convexity of 9, for any given 
J E [0, 11 and for any sequences (n,,}, (A,) in .d such that x~),-+“’ ,lxxl, L,, 
X,4,-+ w* (1 - 4Xn\n there exist subsequences {fink}, (nfik} such that 
sZlru LI,,~U (0 n/l) E .P’, for all k. The convexity of C implies that there 
extst subsequences (nRk ,} and {/i,,, ,} of In,.,} and {/lnak}, respectively, with 
Q,k,U,4,k,U(QnA)&~, for ail 1. Therefore, 12,1~,UA,,u(~nn)~ 
.7 A F, for all 1. 
I 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let .Y be a convex subset of .d. 
(i) If F is a convex set function on .Y and c > 0 is any scalar then 
CF is convex on .;/ . 
(ii) If both F,, F, are convex set functions on .T then F, t F, is 
convex on.'/. 
(iii) If F is a convex set function on ?“, then F + c is convex on .Y for 
any consfant c. 
Proof: The proofs are straightforward from Defmitions2.2 and 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.3. If G is a convex set function on .;I, then the set 
3” = (12 E .Y I G(R) ,< 0) is a convex subset of .d. 
Proof Suppose R. A E 3 then G(R) < 0 and G(n) < 0. From (2) of 
Remark 2.1. there exist sequences (0, } and {A,,} such that x~),+“” Lzrl L, 
and x.$ --) H” ( 1 - j.) x.~ ;Ij. Invoking the convexity of G gives ” 
lim G(R,uA,u (QPA))<AG(R)+ (1 -A)G(/i)<O. 
” .‘I, 
Therefore, there exist subsequences (0,J and (LI,,~} such that G(O,l U A,kU 
(an A)) < 0 for all k, or equivalently, Rnlu LI,,~U (f2 n A) E.R, for all k. 
Q.E.D. 
The local convexity of a set function was defined by Morris [ 3 ] in terms 
of its first derivative. But nothing about the relation on convexity and local 
convexity is discussed in [ 3 1. 
DEFINITION 2.4 [ 3 1. A set function F: .rni’ -+ R is said to be differentiable 
at R, E .-J’ if there exists an L,-function DF,“, called the derivative of F at 
f2, such that 
F(R) = W’,) + (DF,,,,- xn - xr,,) + WQ. J-2,) 
where E(R, f2,) E o@(f2, a,)), i.e., lim,,,,tjoj -,, E(R. f2,)/p(R. 0,) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.5 [ 3 I. A differentiable set function F: .d + R is said to be 
locally convex at R, if there exists E > 0 such that 
F(Q) 2 WA,) + U’Q,, xr, - xr,,,j 
for all R with p(R, fi,) < c. 
THEOREM 2.1. If F: .d + R is diflerentiable at l2, and convex, then F is 
locally convex at f2,,. 
Proof For any f2 E .‘/ and i E (0, 11, by Proposition 3.2 and 
Lemma 3.3 in (3 ] there exist sequences {n,(1)), {A.@)) such that 
h,(A, -+ H” ~xnl,n,9 x,~~(.~, --t”* (1 - ~Ix~~,\~ and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ +H.’ 4 + 
(1 -axn,; Let r,(J) = n,(1) u n,(A) u (f2 n 0,). Invoking the convexity 
of F, we have 
lim F(T,(i.)) < AF(R) + (1 - A) F(R,). 
n *cf 
Furthermore, the differentiability of F at R, implies 
hm n l-r WW + (DFI,o9 x~~,(~, - xn,> + W,(j.h Q,)) 
< WQ) + (1 - A) FW’,) 
where E(T,,@), 0,) E o@(T,(A), Q,)). 
(2.1) 
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Note that Xr,(,,, --t W* AX* + (1 - A) Xl,, implies 
PFao9 Xr,c,i) -X0,) + VFno9 xn - xn,). (2.2) 
We now need to show that lim,,, E(f,,(i), 0,) E a(%). It suffices to show 
that given any E > 0, there eixsts 6 < 0 such that 0 <i. < 6 implies 
llm,,, IE(r,,(A), ~?,)l < d. Since E(T&), 0,) E o@(T,(I), n,)), there exists 
y > 0 such that IE(T,,(A), fi,)( < E . p(r,,@), R,) for p(T,(A), J2,) < 7. Let 
6 = y/p@, ad. Then P(fn(A), no> = IIXr,c,kj - Xn,ll~.,+ A IIXr, -X1),11 = 
@(R, f2,) implies that for i < 6 and for sufficiently large n we have 
Pv-n@)v ad < Y* Hence I E(f,,(A), J~,,)I < E . p(T,(i.), J2,) and therefore 
llm,_,: IE(T,(A), 0,) < E . A. Using this result and (2.2). the inequality (2.1) 
becomes 
Pho, X0 -x0,> + ;y; w-n(~), Q”W) ,< F(Q) - W”). 
Letting A-+ 0, we have 
Let R, E :Y E .d and F be a set function on .9”. We say F has a local 
minimum at R, over .Y if there exists E > 0 such that F(f2,) <F(R), for all 
I2 E .Y with p(R, 0,) < E. We say F has a global minimum at I2, over .Y if 
F(R,) <F(R) for all R E .?“. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let .‘r’ be a convex subset of .rB and F be a convex set 
function on ,Y. If R * is a local minimum of F over Y, then R * is a global 
minimum of F over s 2 . 
ProoJ: Since R* is a local minimum, there exists E > 0 such that 
F(R*)<F@) for all J2E.Y with p(R,fi*)<c. Fix RE.‘r. For any 
1 E [O, 11, there exist sequences (J2,@)} and {,4,,(i)) such that 
Xn.Li, + w’ ~xXn\n.l xAncA, --tH’* (1 - ~)xnalr, and r,(i) = fl,,(~)U~,,@) U 
(n n f2*) E ,7’, for all n. It then follows from the convexity of F that 
lim F(T,(A)) < AF(R) t (1 - ,I) F(R*). 
n-z 
Since p(T,(A), f2*) + Ap(f2, f2*), there exists 7 > 0 such that 
lim,,, p(r,(A), n*) < E for all 1 < y. Hence, 
F(R*) < lim F(f,(A)) < AF(R) + (1 -J.) F(R*) 
” - x! 
for all A < y. This implies ,IF(R*) Q AF(R) and hence F(R*) < F(R). 
Q.E.D. 
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3. FARKAS-MINKOWSKI THEOREM 
In this section, we shall prove a Farkas-Minkowski theorem for set 
functions. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let .Y be a convex subset in .d and F, ,..., F, be convex set 
functions on .?. If the system Fk(Q) < 0 for k = l,..., m has no solution in 
.;I , then there exist nonnegative numbers ,I, ,..., 1, with 1: , /li = 1 such /hat 
Proof: Let A = {(x, ,..., x,) E Rm ) there exists R E .7 such that 
Fi(f2) < x,., i = I,..., m). It is obvious that A does not contain the origin 
of Rm. 
We now prove that A is a convex set in R”. Let < = (x, ,...! x,) and 
<’ = (xi ,..., x6) be any two distinct points in A. There exist 0-A in i such 
that 
Fi(fi) < X/3 Fi(A) < x;. i = l...., m. 
Since .,7 is convex, for any A E IO, 11 there exists a sequence (f,(A)} in .7’ 
as constructed in Theorem 2.1 such that x ,.,,. &, +‘I” Ax,, + (1 - ).)x,, . By 
invoking the convexity of F,, we have 
lim F,(r,(l)) < ,lFi(Q) + (1 - ,I) Fi(A) 
n-rr, 
<i.Yif(l -1)x(, i = l,..., m. 
Therefore, there exists N > 0 such that for all n > N, 
Fi(r,(A)) < lxi + (1 - i) XI 3 for all i = l,..., m. 
Hence, Ixi + (1 -1)x( EA. 
By the separation theorem, there exist real numbers A, ,..., %, not all zero, 
such that 
m 
\‘ iiXi>O, for all (x, . . . . . x,) E A. (3.1) 
i-l 
Note that if R E i , then (F,(n) + c, ,..., F,(R) + c,) E A for all positive 
numbers c, ,..., c,. Therefore, 
;“- l.Fi(12) + c &ci >, 0, - 1 for all R E ‘i . 
i- I i-l 
Furthermore, if A, < 0 for some j, then x7=, A,Fi(f2) + x:;I-, Aici < 0 for 
large enough cj. This contradicts (3.1). The lemma is then proved by 
normalizing the 1,‘s. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 3.1 (Farkas-Minkowski Theorem). Let .4c be a conuex subset 
of ,d and F, G, ,..., G, be convex set functions on .Y. If the system 
I F(R) < 0 G,(Q) < 0, i = l,..., m 
has no solution over .Y and if there exists fi E .Y such that Gi@) < 0 for 
i = I,..., m, then there exist ii > 0, i = l,..., m, such that 
F(R) t c liGi(12) > 0, for all R E (7’. 
, I 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, there exist m t 1 nonnegative numbers 
a,, a, ,..., a, with CYO ai = 1 such that 
aoF t 5 ai G,(Q) 2 0, for all R E .li’. (3.2) 
i- I 
We now prove that a, > 0. Suppose a,, = 0, then at least one of ai, 
i = l,..., m, must be positive. This implies 
< aiGG(d) < 0, 
i-l 
since Gi@) < 0, for i = l,..., m. This contradicts (3.2). 
The theorem is proved by letting li = aila,,. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of the Farkas-Minkowski Theorem for set functions, 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 in [ 3 1 can be generalized. The results are summarized 
in the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ,‘/‘ be a convex subse: of z.l and F, G, ,..., G, be 
convex set functions on .;I. Assume there exists an S2, E .‘? such that 
Gi(f2,) < 0, i= l,..., m. 
Let 
pu, = inf{F(R) 1 R E .Y’, Gi(0) < 0, i = l,..., m} (3.3) 
and assume ,u,, is Jnite. Then there exist nonnegative reals n? ,..., ,I,* such 
that 
p. = inf F(R) t 2 n,*G,(R); R E 7 
I / 1 
(3.4) 
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If the inJmum is attained in (3.3) at R* E .) , it is attained in (3.4) at RX 
and xy., 1: Gi(12*) = 0. Thus, for any nonnegatice reals A, . . . . . 1, and for 
any R E .i satisfying Gi(12) < 0, i = I,..., m, it follows that 
F(R*)+ ‘? AiGi(f2*)<F(f2*)=F(R*)+ ‘? ‘* 
,T, ,?I 
ni’ G,(R *) 
,< F(R) + ; AT Gi(i2). 
i-- I 
ProoJ Assume lo is finite. Then the following system 
(wa-PO<0 
1G,(fJ),),<O, i= l,...,m 
(3.5) 
has no solution in (7’. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that there exist 1: > 0, 
i = I,..., m, such that 
F(R) + c ii*G,(R)>,~o, for all R E .P . 
ill 
On the other hand, it is clear that 
Hence, 
p,=inf F(R)+ c 1:G,(J?)IJ2E.i . 
I i- I 1 
The remaining statements of the theorem follow immediately. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.3. Lel hypotheses be the same as in Theorem 3.2. Then 
P, = sup, ., o inf, E , 
at (A: ,.A, 
(F(0) + C;“= , iiGi(J?)} where the supremum is attained 
,I,*) >, 0. If p. is attained in (3.3) at an R* E .i , then 
CY,Aj+Gi(R*)=O andQ* minimizes F(R) t I?‘, 1: Gi(n). 
Proof: Using Theorem 3.2, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.5 
in 131. 
4. MULTI-OBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS WITH SET FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we consider the multi-objective programming problem of 
the following form: 
min r(0) = (F,(R) ,.,., F,(R)) 
subject to LJ E 2’ C_ .tJ W’l 1 
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where ,? is a subset of .d, and F,(i = I ,..., n) is a real-valued set function 
defined on .? , and .Y is a vector-valued set function. We begin with some 
results that characterize the problem (MPI) in terms of the following 
problem 
” 
min \’ 
7 
iiFi(n) 
I 
subject to s2 E ‘7 WV )I 
where 1-i > 0, XI-, Ai = 1 and i. = (A, ,.,., A,,). 
DEFINITION 4.1. R * E Y is an efficient solution of (MP 1) if there exists 
no other RE.7 such that.F(R)<.F(Q*) and.F(R)#.F(R*). 
In order to exclude all efficient solutions of a certain anomalous type and 
to allow for a more satisfactory characterization. Geoffrion [ 9 1 proposed the 
concept of properly efficient solution. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Q* is a properly etlicient solution of (MPI ) if Q* is an 
efficient solution of (MPl) and if there exists M > 0 such that for each i and 
each R E ? satisfying Fi(Q) < Fi(J2*). there exists j with Fj(12) > Fj(Q*) 
and 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ii > 0, for i = l,.... n, be fixed. If R* is optimal for 
(MP(A)), then l2* is a properly eflcient solution for (MPl). 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in [ 91. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ,X be a convex subset of .-9 and each Fi, i = l,..., n. 
be convex set functions on 7‘. Then R* is optimal for (MP(A)), for some 
A = (A, ,..., A,) if .O* is a properly eflcient solution of (MP 1). 
ProoJ If R* is properly efficient solution for (MPI ), there exists M > 0 
such that for each i = l,..., n, the following system 
I 
F/(0*) > Fi(l2) 
Fi(n*) - Fi(~) > M(Fj(n) - Fj(~ *)), j#i 
has no solution in .,7. 
By Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1, for the ith system, there exist A: > 0 with 
zT=, 1: = 1 such that 
Aj(Fi(12) - Fi(f2*)) + \‘ Af(Fi(f2) + MFj(12) - F,(Q*) - MF,(R*)) > 0, 
jlTi 
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that is, 
.jF,(n*) > 0, Fi(12) + M \‘ AjFj(.f2 )-Fi(n*)-M “ A 
j*i j’;;: 
Summing the above n inequalities, we have 
for all R E .i . 
1 + M K‘ A; 
i 'Tj 
Fj(n*) 
Q.E.D. 
Next, we shall consider the multiple objective problem where its feasible 
region .Y is defined by finitely many constrained set functions: 
min , T(0) = (F, (0) ,..., F,(n)) 
subject to Gi(n) < 0, i = l,..., m WP2) 
l2E.d. 
We shall characterize problem (MP2) in terms of the relationships among 
the following five problems. 
PROBLEM 1. Find an R* E .d that is a properly eflcient solution of 
(MP2). 
An L?* E .pP is said to be a locally properly efficient solution of (MP2) if 
it is properly efftcient on N, where N = (0 E .d Ip(0, a*) < E and 
Gi(12) < 0, i = l,..., m}, for some E > 0. 
PROBLEM 2. Find an f2* E .d that is a locally properly efficient 
solution of (MP2). 
PROBLEM 3. Find an R* E .d, a point a = (a, ,..., a,,,) > 0 in Rm, and a 
point 1 E LI ’ = ((1, ,..., 1,) E R” 1 lli > 0, i = l,..., n, xy-, A, = 1 } such that 
X:-I a,G,(fi*) = 0 and 
( 
;* ,IiDFh. + \m ajDG”.,xn -xi,. 20 
i? ,Y, ) 
for all R E ,d, where DFL. and D@‘,,. are derivatives of Fi and Gj at R*, 
respectively. 
PROBLEM 4. Find an a* E .d, a point (x = (a, ,..., a,) > 0, and a point 
,I E /i ’ such that Cy=, a,G,(L?*) = 0 and a* attains the unconstrained 
minimum of 
;- &F,(n) + \“- ajGj(Q). 
ir, ,+I 
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PROBLEM 5. Find an 0 * in .d and a point I* E n ’ such that R* is 
optimal for 
subject to G,(R) < 0, j = l,..., m. ww *>I 
Note that Problem 3 represents the optimality conditions in differential 
form associated with Problem 1. Problem 5 is equivalent to the saddle-point 
problem which has the following form. 
Find R* EM’, a* = (af ,..., a,*)>OR”‘,and%*~/i’ suchthat(a*,a*) 
solves the problem 
O(R*, a) < O(R*, a*) < o(J2, a*), for all R E .d 
and a > 0 in R m, where @(a, a) = x37=, lFFi(12) + J7!‘= I ajGj(12). 
A few assumptions that will be used later are stated as follows. 
Assumption C 1. All set functions are convex. 
Assumption C2. All set functions are locally convex. 
Assumption Q. There exists a feasible point fi such that G,(d) < 0 for 
all i = l,..., m. 
Assumption D. All set functions are differentiable. 
Note that C 1 and D = C2. 
THEOREM 4.3. 
Proof: (i) 1 + 2 is trivial. We shall prove that 2 -+c’ 1. 
Let R* be a locally properly effkient solution, that is, f2 * is a properly 
efficient solution on N = (a E ,r$ ( G,(0) < 0, 1 = l,..., m; p(L?, n*) < E) for 
some E > 0. Under the assumption C 1, Theorem 4.2 implies that R* 
minimizes xr=, I,F,(R) on N for some J = (A, ,..., A,) E /i +. Again, by the 
assumption Cl and Theorem 2.2, it follows that R* minimizes XI”-, ,IiFi(12) 
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over the feasible set (n E d 1 G@) < 0, i = l,..., m}. Therefore, by 
Theorem 4.1. R * is a properly efficient solution of Problem 1. 
(ii) 1 :c’ 5 follow from Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 4.1, and 
Theorem 4.2. 
(iii) 4 -+ 5 is obvious. Under assumptions Cl and Q. 5 + 4 follows 
from Theorem 3.2. 
(iv) 4-+” 3. This is true by Theorem 2.3 in (3 1. 
3 4” 4 follows from Theorem 2.4 in 13 1 and Theorem 2.1. 
(v)3 . 4” 2 Under the assumption C2, it follows from Theorem 2.4 
in 13 ] that R* is a local minimum of (MP2(A)). By the same proof as that of 
Theorem 4.1. R* is a locally properly efficient solution of (MP2). 
2 +‘I 3. This follows from the fact that 2 -+c’ 1, Theorem 4.1 and 
Theorem 2.3 in [ 3 ). 
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